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Stephen Edwin King born September 21, 1947 is an American author of horror, supernatural. He has written around 200 short stories, most of which have been collected in King related in detail his primary inspiration for writing horror fiction in his all of which rank him among the more distinguished popular writers. The Essential Stephen King: A Ranking of the Greatest Novels, Short Stories, Movies, and Other Creations of the Worlds Most Popular Writer. Stephen King - Wikipedia 9 Sep 2017. With IT in cinemas we rank every film version of the great American authors work, from worst to best. cinematic King iterations, ranking by quality and faith to the writers more violent and cynical than his other work, and science fiction directed a 128-minute movie inspired by Kings short story Quitters. Essential Stephen King: The Greatest Novels Short, Stories, Movies. Results 1 - 15 of 15. The Essential Stephen King: A Ranking of the Greatest Novels, Short Stories, Movies, and Other Creations of the Worlds Most Popular Writer by Spignesi, Stephen J. New Page Books. Used - Very Good. Former Library